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LGiU Policy Network 

Discussion with Lord Heseltine 
25th February 2014  

 
 
On Tuesday 25th February 2014, the LGiU held its second Policy Network discussion. 
The discussion was held in partnership with the All Party Parliamentary Local 
Government Group meeting with Lord Heseltine. Our discussion focused on how 
local authorities can drive growth locally. We considered both the opportunities and 
barriers that local authorities face, as well as the possible tools councils would like to 
see introduced.  
 
 
Case Study: Richard Puleston, Director of Strategy & 
Communications, Essex County Council  
 
Our meeting opened with a short case study from Richard Puleston, Director of 
Strategy & Communications, Essex County Council, who explained how the 
Government’s growth strategy was translating for Essex. 
 
Richard opened by highlighting some of the Government’s recent growth initiatives. 
He highlighted the Government’s emphasis of cities as the key drivers behind local 
growth. City deals have been agreed with England’s eight core cities, with 
negotiations on a further 20 city deals for wave 2 cities, against a backdrop of wider 
policy measures which focus exclusively on driving growth around cities. 
 
Essex’s Community Budget has two dimensions – tackling demand and driving 
growth/ buoyancy, but as Richard explained, within the current political climate, it’s 
hard to make progress with the latter aim. He commented: 
 
“This is not a whinge from a county area, but an expression of some frustration”. 
 
The government, he explained, is “schizophrenic” in its engagement with councils 
such as Essex. For instance, the Youth Unemployment Fund is offering £50m to be 
shared between twenty-eight cities. This money, however, has come from the 
Government’s failed Youth Contract programme – a national scheme designed to 
support communities in all areas. 
 
If the funding were needs-oriented, it would not be allocated in the way it is currently. 
But instead a large number of local authorities are being excluded from the process. 
 
Why cities? 
 
Cities have succeeded in capturing the political discourse. There is coherent and 
convincing narrative that cities will serve as the most effective driver of growth, 
encouraging both innovation and efficiency within our economy.  
 
Looking at the evidence, it is not as uncontestable as it looks. The rational reasons 
for investing in cities can justify investment elsewhere. 
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Furthermore, it‘s important to challenge a number of misconceptions. For instance, 
whilst cities are no doubt important components within a growth strategy, it is vital to 
note that non-metropolitan areas in England account for over half of output outside 
London and productivity tends to be higher in non-metropolitan areas. 
 
Why does this matter?  
 
Investment must surely be made in the most advantageous way. Effective 
investment can’t be articulated through a framework identifying only certain places.  
 
We’re missing an opportunity because large parts of the country can’t access funding 
because they don’t fit the current narrative. This is an artificial limitation which is 
restricting growth and ultimately hindering our national recovery. 
 
It also undermines local authorities’ capacity to support deprived communities. Any 
additional growth unlocked through devolution can fund public services designed to 
help address socio-economic challenges.  
 
Furthermore, it raises questions of democratic equality. Is a vote in Manchester worth 
more? Questions are raised when local government has very different powers in 
different areas.  
 
 
Key themes 
 
Responding to Richard Puleston’s presentation, Jonathan Carr-West, Chief 
Executive of LGiU, commented on how unexpected it is perhaps that Essex County 
Council, a large Conservative authority, feels unable to influence the Government. 
 
Jonathan invited other members of the network to offer their own comments, 
experiences and questions. He asked: 
 

• To what extent does Essex’s experiences mirror their own?  
• Do other authorities face similar barriers or have they experienced something 

quite different?  
• What opportunities and freedoms would they like to see to better enable them 

to achieve the goal of growth? 
 
A synthesis of the key themes is included below. 
 
Limitations of the Government’s offer 
 
A number of members of the Policy Network emphasised that the Government’s 
current offer is too standardised and this is preventing the creation of a locally 
responsive package. As a representative of a County Council commented, “there are 
too many strings to the Government’s offer”. A representative from a London 
Borough concurred, stating, “we need a less formulaic process”. At the moment, 
there is a pressure to fit with a department’s objectives, rather than fit with the 
objectives best suited to the local area’s economy.  
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Network representatives called for the Government to demonstrate greater trust – 
although as one member commented, this trust may need to be won rather than 
demanded. 
 
Network members also commented on the challenges created by central government 
silos, identifying particular departments, include DfE and BIS, as particularly difficult 
to engage with. 
 
However, some members felt that this was a lost opportunity. As one County Council 
representative commented, their LEP is getting by on “a wing and a prayer” and they 
could really benefit from the expertise and research capacity that central government 
possesses. Not all, however, were persuaded as to how helpful central government 
can really be in terms of helping with the resourcing of local authorities.  
 
 
City Deals 
 
A recurrent theme during the discussions was that the one-size-fits-all framework of 
the City Deal was serving to lock out various authorities. Building on Mr Puleston’s 
experiences, various other network members highlighted their own issues with the 
City Deals. The reasons behind the exclusion, however, varied substantially. 
 
A unitary council, for instance, explained that whilst they were “notionally within City 
Deals”, much of the growth potential within their area lies beyond the city. The LEP 
focus, for instance, is on aerospace – an industry which lies outside of the city. The 
scale of their offer is simply not sufficiently attractive to government. The city’s recent 
housing benefit pilot demonstrated the potential to make savings of £5m, but DWP 
said it’s not enough – “we feel like we’re caught between stools”. Whilst a part of the 
Key Cities Group, it remains unclear whether such a group can prove coherent in 
light of how different the cities are.  
 
The London Boroughs present similarly felt excluded by the City Deal process. One 
country council, by contrast, has a City Deal, but admitted that delivery will be difficult 
in light of the governance structures. 
 
Not all agreed. One County Council, for instance, has enjoyed success, with 2 City 
Deals in the LEP area. However, they agreed this perhaps just went to show that 
there is, in fact, a two-tier system in place. 
 
Governance 
 
To achieve local growth, we need to get the governance right. A representative of a 
London Borough explained that collaboration was pivotal and that local authorities 
need get better at working across boundaries. He emphasised that such 
collaboration need not be formal at first; rather form can follow function and a few 
risks would need to be taken at first. 
 
But such collaboration will not always be easy. One Network member explained how 
crucial collaboration would be to the delivery of their City Deal, but also how 
challenging this may prove. Another pointed out that in the case of flagship examples 
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of collaboration, such as the Manchester Combined Authority, we must remember 
that a wealth of history was there before. 
 
However, getting the governance mechanisms right will be important if local 
government is to ask more from the Government. As one delegate explained, “we 
need to prove we can deliver before we ask the Government to be more joined up in 
its offer”. 
 
 
The role of politicians 
 
How do we cut the strings? If we can’t, who can? 
 
Network members felt that officers alone were unlikely to affect the change required  
A representative of a London Borough argued that there needed to be a greater role 
for local politicians in influencing the Government’s growth strategy. They could 
prove effective in lobbying national politicians. 
 
Another representative of a London Borough questioned who the champion of central 
government was and who might be helpful in driving this agenda within Whitehall.  
 
 
Using evidence & understanding risk 
 
“We need a robust conversation around risk – and we need to do it quickly.”  
 
The issue of evidence and understanding risk emerged during our discussions. 
There is a big emphasis on evidence, but as network members pointed out it is hard 
to create a strong evidence base when trying to do something new. The quality of 
evidence will never be watertight. This can prove a paralysing benchmark. 
 
We also need to understand how we share the risk. A network delegate commented 
that at the moment it predominantly falls upon county councils to underwrite the risk. 
A representative of a district council added that at the moment, it feels like central 
government is not taking on much of the risk. This point ties in with our discussion 
around governance arrangements. 
 
A representative of a London Borough commented that we need to better understand 
the risk of not acting, as well as acting. Another agreed, explaining that local 
authorities need to change their outlook and attitude towards risk – for instance, local 
authorities need to change the way they understand debt, understanding how it can 
be used to fund investment and need not necessarily always be understood as 
negative. 
 
 
 
Lord Heseltine addresses the All Party Parliamentary Local 
Government Group Meeting 
 
Lord Heseltine opened with a brief speech to the group: 
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In the UK, we are a uniquely centralist. Our central government has a unique 
monopoly. Breaking that monopoly is a very important aim behind my Review. The 
balance has to change. 
 
The reception to my Review has been extremely promising. The Government has 
accepted the report – not all, of course – but it did announce a £20 billion package 
(although the European element has not been incorporated). 
 
There’s no formulae to win. One can’t be prescriptive. What one is looking to do is 
ask the following question: what would you do if you had the money? To answer this 
question, you need local knowledge and flexibility. The role of central government is 
to encourage and to enable authorities to win. 
 
There are 39 LEPs- virtually all academics have signed up to this plan and the 
private wealth creating sector is behind it. Is it finished? Of course not. There needs 
to be an ongoing dialogue between central government and local government. City 
Deals are a prelude. 
 
Just imagine it’s your money – how would you encourage more skills, housing, a 
strong economy, better education? How many pounds could you raise with that £1 of 
investment? Tell us about what you’d do with the investment. 
 
There is the opportunity to transform the decision-making process in the next 5 
months. Vested interests in the London monopoly will be quick to point out the 
weaknesses in devolving power – but we need to show that these weaknesses are 
not too great. 
 
After finishing his speech, the meeting was opened to questions from the floor.  
 
 
Gedling Borough Council: In Gedling, we’ve got growth. We followed the route. 
How do we continue? How do we further our growth? We’ve even got a tri-borough 
with Newark and Sherwood. 
 
Lord Heseltine: You don’t need help. Nottingham doesn’t need London’s advice. 
This is something that as a LEP you must decide. 
 
Somerset County Council: We need government departments off our back, 
attempting to shape and influence our plans locally. 
 
Lord Heseltine: It’s an iterative process – just because you put in the bid, it may not 
win. And you’ve also got to get rough. But you must not accept bureaucracy stalling 
progress. 
 
John Pugh MP: Your original proposals have not been matched by funding. LEPs 
have not spent anything like the RDAs. This is not through a lack of bids, but through 
a lack of resourcing. It’s a question of pace. 
 
Lord Heseltine: There will be a concentration of efforts in 2015 and you must be 
shovel-ready. 
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Paul Swinney, Centre for Cities: A lot of the agenda driven by national politics – a 
Minister will want you to focus on one issue rather than another. Will local growth 
deals be different? 
 
Lord Heseltine: It’s a balancing exercise – naturally, politicians have a right to 
pursue their own policies. The difference is that they should say – we want 
apprenticeships – you tell us how to get them. 
 
Southwark Council: Does London need London? Should Whitehall let go of 
London? 
 
Lord Heseltine: The problem here is that if you set London free, it will be much 
richer. 
 
Martin Vickers MP: Would you impose directly elected mayors given your support 
for them? 
 
Lord Heseltine: I would want to introduce unitary councils and directly elected chief 
executives throughout England. 
 
With regards to unitaries in Wales and Scotland, I have done this. And actually in 
practice, they’re hard pressed to see the difference. 
 
It’s preposterous that chief executives are paid as much as £200,000 whilst council 
leaders are only paid between £40-50,000. 
 
Enfield Council: Wherever you draw a boundary, you create new problems – I don’t 
want LEPs to become the new silos. 
 
Lord Heseltine: LEPs should have 6 months to change boundaries and in the 
longer-term, there should be a boundary commission. 
 
Gedling Borough Council: How do we encourage a coherent place-based plan 
rather than a quick grab of capital with short-term plans? 
 
At some stage we need to look at DWP spending/ DfE spending – they have revenue 
budgets, but it’s not easy to wrestle off central government. 
 
Lord Heseltine: It’s a criticism I agree with myself – with the Single Local Growth 
Fund, why is it limited to the money going to local government, why not health and 
military spending too? 
 
Concluding the meeting, Lord Heseltine reflected on the fact that the UK, compared 
internationally, is an amateur. He urged the councils in the room “to get tough with 
the machine of Whitehall” and to be prepared to “wrestle” with it. 
 


